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Diono quella ognizione esser meania la quale è partorita dall'

esperienza, e quella esser sienti�a he nase e �nise nella mente. Ma a me pare he

quelle sienze sieno vane e piene di errori le quali non sono nate dall'esperienza, madre

di ogni ertezza, e he non terminano in nota esperienza.

That knowledge, whih omes from experiene, is said to be

mehanial and the one, whih starts and ends in the mind, is said to be sienti�. But

those sienes, whih aren't born from experiene,mother of all ertainties, and don't end

in experiene, to me seem to be vain and erroneous.

Leonardo da Vini, Trattato della Pittura.



Abstrat

The projet aim is to use and alibrate a partile detetor that we have built with ommon

and low-ost materials. The purpose is to verify the orret funtionality of our produt

using a sienti� and high tehnology setup as the Proton Syhrotron partile aelerator,

made available for shools in the T9 beam line. We strongly believe that the hane

to work losely with researhers at CERN is to be onsidered a unique opportunity to

understand more about the sienti� world in his operating reality.



Motivation

This projet seemed a great opportunity to do something di�erent from the usual shool

ativities. Although the news of the existene of this ontest arrived with short notie, we

deided to try and to see what was like to invent an experiment and develop it. Eah one

of us has ontributed to the projet with his own di�erent abilities, always trying to do his

best. When we started to study physis we have always onsidered theories as something

far away from reality, this year we got in ontat with the physis researh enter of

Florene and thanks to this we were able to appreiate aspets of physis loser to our

everyday life. A visit at a linear partile aelerator, whih is situated in the INFN setion

of the University of Florene, stimulated us to think about how high shool students ould

ontribute to easily "see" a partiles beam. What we wanted to demonstrate is how a

tool for partile beam diagnosti, that an be used in a real experiment, ould be realized

with ommon materials. So we though: will we be able to use a mid-market webam to

analyze the partiles ? At the beginning all we got was just an idea: we read up on it the

bases and have built a partile detetor based on the CMOS detetor, but we think that

there are many di�erent possible variation of the experiments. All we want is to realize

them at CERN with the help of experts; we'd enjoy working in the most prestigious enter

for sienti� researh, trying to understand what means to be a researher and then, of

ourse, sharing our experiene with all the other students. We wouldn't forget suh a

hane!



Projet details

The detetor was realized with a C270 Logite webam, provided with a CMOS sensor: the

front ase and the optis were removed (Fig.1). We then proeeded with the appliation

of a sheet of aluminum foil on the CMOS sensor, in order to shield it from UV radiation,

visible and infrared ones and to be sure it will detet only the high-energy partiles.

Aiming for a sharper and more aurate quantitative measure, the ooling surfae of a

Peltier ell has been plaed adjaent to the webam, to redue the thermal noise present

in the system. The hot surfae of the ell is instead been plaed in ontat with a heat

sink.

Figure 1: Shemati of the webam detetor.



The energy of the partiles will be aumulated inside every single smitten photosite

of the CMOS: taking advantage of the webam eletronis, the signal will be transmitted

through an USB able to an Arduino Yùn devie, suitably programmed so that it aquires

the image from the CMOS. Arduino Yùn features a Wi-Fi system: this allows onsulting

dates without any ables, so the detetor will be versatile and easily integrated into the

measurement setup. In Fig.2 (http://youtu.be/L8adYBewuM) a piture of the omplete

devie is reported.

Figure 2: Piture of our omplete devie.

The experimental setup, that follows the T9 beam line, has been hosen with the main

purpose of �ltering the beam partiles that will reah the experimental area so that the

exessive density of the beam won't saturate the detetor (Fig.3).

To ahieve this we believe that the experimental area should be provided with:

1. A ollimator, whih allows us to signi�antly redue the density of the partile of

the partile beam.

2. Two Cherenkov ounters to identify the partiles.

http://youtu.be/L8adYBecwuM


3. An absorber to derease the density of the beam, allowing only some partiles with

a determined momentum.

4. The MNP17 Magnet to selet the partiles based on harge, energy and momentum:

this will allow us to arry out a alibration on the intensity of the deteted signal,

depending on the momentum of the seleted partiles.

5. A sintillator and a DWC (Delay Wide Chamber) to reeive the image of the beam.

6. Our detetor, whih aptures the beam pro�le, will rereate the image on a html

page, spei�ally reated, that will update automatially. This is possible thanks to

the Wi-Fi system inluded in the Arduino Yùn devie. As a result, everyone who

knows the link will be able to see the images, not also on PCs but on tablet and

smartphone too.

7. A seond sintillator, oupled to a DWC, for immediate omparison of data between

the �rst sintillator relative to the partiles that have passed the webam.

The type of partiles seleted will be hanged to analyse possible modi�ations in the

harateristis of the signals from our detetors. In the ase of aeleration of eletrons,

there is the possibility of adding a opper plate whih derease density and momentum

for a more aurate and preise detetion.

The energy transferred by aelerated partiles to the CMOS photosites an be alu-

lated using the Bethe-Bloh formula, onsidering silion thik 300 µm detetor. As it is

desribed in Fig.4, referred to the impat of eletrons, we ould know the eded energy of

the partiles as a funtion of their energy before the impat. We believe we'll be able to

e�etuate a quantitative alibration of thresholds of saturation of our detetor, hanging

the type of partiles and their momenta.



Figure 3: Shemati of the T9 experimental area setup.
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Figure 4: Total stopping energy alulated from NIST database. It refers to the energy

lost by an eletron in a silion substrate of 300 µm thikness .



Future perspetives

The CMOS sensor has an area of 6mm
2
, so it will be neessary to redue onsiderably the

size of the aelerated beam in order to prevent it from missing the target. To overome

this problem, the projet allows a possible extension of the experiment with the addition

of other webams: we will thus reate a matrix of detetors that, we believe, will let us

reate an extended reeiving area and onsequentially a more preise one.
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